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Spandex Sign and Display Systems 
are the preferred choice of architects, 

designers and signmakers worldwide...

�     Freestanding Infopanel �     Slatz directory 

Spandex Modular Sign Systems are available in component lengths 
which allows the sign maker the freedom to customise the finished 
sign to a client’s specification.

Services for Signmakers

Cut-to-size service. 

If you are more interested in selling signs than 

making them, Spandex Sign Systems Centres are 

the solution for you.

Simply specify your requirements and leave the 

rest to a Spandex Sign System Centre who have 

the manufacturing skills and service experience 

to support the sign trade with quality Spandex 

modular signs or complete bespoke solutions 

– all finished to perfection.

Free quotation service. 

Spandex will arrange for competitive quotations 

from our network of approved Signs Systems 

Centres on your behalf. 

For more information please call 0800 77 26 33 or email info@spandex.com

Services for end users, specifiers and architects

Spandex have been working closely with architects, designers, 

facilities managers, specifiers and end users for many years and 

we are happy to share our expertise in order to get the very best 

out of your sign programmes. 

Should a Spandex Sign System be the right one, we can help 

you develop your project and can recommend sign companies 

that can provide high quality service at competitive prices. 

We offer:

• Free consultation as to suitability of our sign system range 
to your requirements

• Samples to support presentation

• Worldwide accepted range of sign systems

• The most comprehensive ranges of modular sign systems 
to suit nearly all requirements

One phone call is all it takes.
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Versatile Signs

It could be a hotel or an office complex; a shopping centre or a 
business park. 

Wherever there’s a building to identify; a message to 
communicate; or people to direct; you’ll find a Spandex sign 
system…. or the need for one.  

Spandex is responsible for the design and distribution of 
the industry’s most successful and comprehensive range of 
aluminium sign systems.

Innovative designs

If you think that working with sign systems might be too 
restricting - think again.  

We’ve designed our sign system components to be as versatile 
as you need them to be.  So, the signs you design or specify 
can be as individual as you want them to be. 

No two signs need ever look the same.  Unless, of course, you 
decide they should.

Hanging Monoform with Cable system     �
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Setting the standard

Spandex sign systems have set the industry standard 
worldwide since 1976.  

On their own or as part of a co-ordinating programme of signs, 
our systems offer unlimited design opportunities.  

You can confidently specify Spandex sign systems, secure in the 
knowledge that the sign system you’ve chosen has its future 
guaranteed by the world’s largest sign supplies company.

Choosing the system

To find out what it is that makes Spandex sign systems so 
popular with architects, designers and signmakers alike,  please 
spend a few moments looking at our sign systems individually. 

It won’t take you long to realise that there are literally 
hundreds of good reasons why you should be working with 
Spandex sign systems too.

�     C-Fix finger pole system

Spandex Aluminium Sign Systems come in a variety of 
sizes, shapes and finishes to enable you to customise your 
sign from our standard components.
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Slatz
Internal Directory Systems

The Slatz directory system is nothing short of a design 
classic. So simple, yet so versatile.

Slatz directories can be installed just about anywhere.  Alcoves and 
inconvenient architecture are no problem for the unique face-fitting 
components of the Slatz sign system. 

Slatz directories can even be recessed. Slatz components can be 
used to create everything from a single desktop sign to an entire 
programme of co-ordinating interior directories.

Wall-mounted or free-standing;  projecting or suspended; single 
or double-sided; the Slatz directory system does it all. 

Which is why Slatz is the preferred choice of architects, 
designers and signmakers worldwide.

� Slatz directory

� Engraver

� Inserting Slatz clips

Single panel door signs

Wall mounted / suspended directories

Wayfinding / directional signs

IN / OUT slider signage

Braille and tactile signs

Desktop signs
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SlimSlatz
Internal Directory Systems

The SlimSlatz system combines versatility and elegance.

This refined sign system offers the same attractive user benefits as 
the original Slatz concept.

Spandex  designers have condensed the Slatz virtues of  
simplicity, versatility, and functionality into an  assembled profile 
of less than 8mm - though nothing has been sacrificed in terms 
of appearance. 

Every SlimSlatz component has been designed with elegance 
in mind. Top and bottom faceplates fit flush to the mounting 
surface. This conceals the inner workings of the directory 
and provides a perfect finish to a perfect sign system.  

SlimSlatz co-ordinates beautifully with every other system 
in the Spandex range. Which means that even the 
smallest interior sign can complement the largest exterior 
identity programme.  

SlimSlatz directory �

In / Out slider �

Single panel door signs

Elegant low profile directories

Wayfinding / directional signs

IN / OUT slider signage
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Insertz
Internal Directory Systems

Insertz is the attractively new way to display signs and 
graphics that require frequent or occasional updating.

Equipped with nothing more than an ordinary office printer, you can 
create equally impressive Insertz signs direct from your desktop and 
update them just as easily.

The anti-glare polycarbonate panel protects against unwelcome 
tampering and enhances the appearance of your graphics too. 

Available off-the-shelf in a range of industry standard sizes or 2.2 
metre lengths for custom conversion, the insertz system is as versatile 
as you need it to be. 

No matter how or where, you’ll find Insertz easy to  specify, easy to 
install and even easier to update.

� A4 Insertz

� Cut to Size available

Information signs

Directional signage

Name plates

Door signs

Promotional signage

Retail display

Health and Safety
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Infopanel
External Directory Systems

Infopanel is the key to great looking exterior directories. 
It’s as versatile as you need it to be.

The system’s robust, extruded aluminium posts, poles and panels 
combine to provide exterior directory signs with real presence. 

Freestanding or wall mounted, any number of “looks” can be 
achieved using Infopanel  decorative post caps and corner 
components.

You can even illuminate your exterior directories  with Infopanel 
Luminaire.  Infopanel Edge and Brace components allow custom 
panels of any size to be used, adding even greater impact to 
your exterior signs.

Freestanding directory �

Luminaire - 
illuminated infopanel

�

Freestanding 

Single and multipanel

Maps and site plans

Building identification

Car parking policy signs

Entrance signs

Directories

Corporate identity

Wayfinding
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Monoframe
External Directory Systems

Monoframe is the most direct route to attractive, post or 
base-mounted identity signs. Monoframe will make sure 
your message gets noticed.

Whether you opt for the slim Monoframe 55, or the imposing 
Monoframe 175;  working with this sign system is so straight forward, 
so why waste your valuable time with anything else?

Monoframe exterior identity signs are absolutely ideal for business or 
science park locations and similar corporate facilities. 

� Base mounted

� Identity signage

Corporate identity signage

Directional signage

Site map signage

Business park signs

Information signs
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C-Fix
External Directory Systems

The C-Fix system is a refreshingly modern approach 
to ‘fingerpost’ signs. This attractive modular sign 
system has been designed to meet the demand for an 
alternative to the overworked ‘Victoriana’ style.

Exterior or interior locations; on its own or as part of a programme 
of signs; the C-Fix system can be used to direct, identify or inform.  
C-Fix signs can be finished with flat aluminium caps or the 
attractive C-Fix Dome Cap.  

Alternatively, you might like to top your sign off with a round 
or rectangular Crown Panel.  The optional Crown Panel 
components are perfect for displaying additional information 
or advertising.  

C-Fix. Its versatility will appeal to you. Its profile will appeal 
to everyone.

Post and panel combination �

Finger pole system �

Multi directional signage 

Identity signage 

Information signage 

Wayfinding signs 

Pole and panel signage 

Single and double sided 
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Sculptura
Monolith Systems

Sculptura is the system to call for when a project cries out 
for something different.

Create free-standing columns with radius, triangular or square 
profiles.  Give your signs the size and proportions which will guarantee 
maximum visual impact.    

Incorporate Slatz directories or design stencil cuts for flush-fitting 
sheet aluminium and back illumination.  

The possibilities for Sculptura are endless.

� Triangular freestanding

� Square profile

Freestanding directories

Corporate identity

Information signage

Business park signs
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Monoform
Curved Systems

Freestanding, wall mounted, suspended or projecting, 
Monoform lets you put curves in all the right places.

Monoform gives you a free hand to produce beautifully curved 
signs up to 2.5 metres high. You can use sheet  aluminium 
without rolling or welding. 

Turn a few screws and Monoform’s clever tensioning system 
produces the attractive, evenly curved face panels for you.

Designed on the solid foundations of our off-the-shelf 
monolith system, Sculptura - renowned in the industry for its 
strength, versatility and ease of assembly - you’ll find working 
with Monoform is just as easy. 

And the signs you produce just as impressive.

Wall mounted �

Freestanding �

Corporate identity signage

Freestanding directories

Backlit advertising

Information signs

Wall mounted / suspended 

Curved signs
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Navigator
Curved Systems

The Navigator signpole is simple and versatile to use, 
enabling sign makers to create contemporary signs with 
bespoke curved monolith structures.

Signmakers are free to fabricate a huge variety of central structures to 
fit between the Navigator signpoles. They strengthen and enhance the 
appearance of curved modular signs.

p Available in 6030mm mill finish length extrusions.

p Can be used with a wide variety of materials and 
widths to meet any requirement.

p Designed to take steel stiffeners for larger sign 
fabrication.

p Bespoke curves available.

p Navigator signpoles may be sunk into concrete or 
mounted onto a concrete footing.

� Freestanding

� Aluminium extrusion

Corporate identity signage

Directional signs

Backlit advertising

Information signs

Wayfinding
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Mainframe/Miniframe
Signbox / Frame Systems

The Mainframe signbox system makes the  perfect 
fascia signbox. This versatile system accepts rigid 
acrylic face material from 3mm to 6mm, which can 
be stencil cut or decorated with translucent films.

Mainframe’s design allows easy access to electrical fittings for 
problem free maintenance. 

Square section or curved edges; single or double sided; 
wall mounted or projecting; fixed direct or on stand-off 
brackets; the choice is yours with Mainframe. 

With its non-illuminated counterpart, Miniframe; 
you won’t find a better way to produce illuminated 
signboxes or non-illuminated sign frames.

Wall mounted �

Illuminated �

Wall mounted signboxes

Illuminated fascia signboxes

Projected signboxes

Double-sided signboxes
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Klick Rail
Signbox / Frame Systems

Klick Rail is the professional approach to big signs. 
Illuminated or non-illuminated, Klick Rail gives you the 
biggest and brightest single or double-sided signs.

The Klick Rail framework utilises flexible face materials. 

Its highly effective tensioning system takes all the strain out of even 
the largest signs. You have the freedom to create facia signs of 
virtually any size with Klick Rail.  

It also lets you take signs around corners seamlessly. Perfect for 
projects like filling station canopies.

� Illuminated fascia

� Shop canopies

Large fascia signs

Forecourt canopies

Illuminated retail fascia signage

Filling station canopies
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Festival
Banner Systems

Festival banner poles turn the humble banner into a 
refined architectural feature.

From shopping malls to exhibition halls; Festival can be seen 
supporting banners and attracting attention. 

Based on our successful Signpole 20 and 40 aluminium extrusions, 
Festival uses the minimum of components to maximum effect. 

Hanging or projecting; with plain or decorative moulded end caps; 
Festival is easy to use and can co-ordinate beautifully with other 
Spandex sign systems.

Suspended banner �

Powdercoated 
extrusions and end caps

�

Shopping malls

Exhibition displays

Retail signage

Promotion displays

Advertising

Hanging banners

Rigid pennants
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BannerTrack
Banner Systems

BannerTrack is the permanent solution for displaying 
temporary signs. From promotional banners to          
poster-sized prints.

With its patented ‘twist and fix’ fasteners and unobtrusive aluminium 
profile, BannerTrack solves the problem of drooping banners once 
and for all. 

Banners and signs of virtually any length can be installed, removed 
or repositioned effortlessly.

BannerTrack can be recessed or taken around corners and looks 
great as a contrasting décor line or custom finished to match an 
existing colour scheme.

� Wall mounted BannerTrack

� Twist and fix fasteners

Promotional displays

Event advertising

Graphic displays

Temporary signage

Rigid pennants
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Banner-Fix
Banner Systems

As an easy-to-cut and quick-to-assemble method for 
producing hanging banner displays, Banner-Fix is highly 
portable and can therefore be used in any location where 
digital graphics are needed.

The system uses a stylish, silver anodized aluminium clamp rail to deliver 
the sophisticated finishing touch to eye-catching and effective graphic 
displays. 

Digitally printed graphics are clamped top and bottom with the Banner-
Fix rail and may be suspended from cable systems or simply fixed onto 
walls using supplied hooks.

Cable or wall mounted �

Quick to assemble �

Recommended for use with 
ImagePerfect Media.

Graphic displays

Promotional signage

Event advertising

Temporary displays
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Eurosign Swinger 2000 Performer A-Frame Booster

Pavement Signs

Spandex has many different shapes and sizes of 
pavement signs to offer.

Whatever the location we have a solution which will get your 
business noticed by the passing pedestrian.  

Traditional A-Frames, swinging or stationary panels, water fill-able 
bases and even extra header panels are all available from our 
pavement sign range. 

� Swinger 2000

� Eurosign        
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SnapFast
Poster Frames

The SnapFast range is a suite of ready-to-use, 
quick-change poster frames.

Available off-the shelf, in a number of popular sizes in a silver 
anodised finish, the range is both good looking and easy to use. 

p Instant - requires no assembly, all systems are ready to use

p Secure - literature neatly held in position for a professional presentation

p Lightweight and durable

p Antiglare poster covers

p Available in 3 different profile sizes; 15, 25 and 38mm

p A variety of standard poster sizes are available, A1 to A4 and imperial sizes

Wall mounted �

Clip system �

Graphic displays

Promotional signage

Temporary displays
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Display Systems

200 Series - Stand Up Displays

A highly portable, versatile and cost effective banner display that 
is lightweight, very stable and simple to use. Available in 2 models 
- single and double sided - at 3 different widths, 60, 80 and 100cm.

Quick to assemble with lightweight silver anodised Banner-Fix 
clamp rails, both top and bottom, which allow the graphics to be 
interchanged easily.

300 Series - Roll Up Displays

Ideal for POP and POS, retail, temporary advertising and exhibition 
use. Available in 2 models - 300 and 301, they are highly 
portable, versatile and quick to assemble. Light weight for ease of 
transportation with simple graphic changing.

Recommended for use with 
ImagePerfect Media.

�     200 Series - Stand Up Displays �     300 Series - Roll Up Displays
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Display Systems 

400 Series - Electronic Rolling Display

Ideal for point of sale, retail and exhibition use and can be wall or ceiling 
mounted to give a double sided effect (mounting brackets not supplied).

The 400 Series can be customised to any banner length (up to 1.75m) and is 
quick to assemble. A weighted pole inserted within the banner loop provides 
a consistent graphic tension.

500 Series - Pop-Up Display

Perfect for all your banner and graphic display needs, the Pop-Up Display 
system is a professional, lightweight and versatile way for attractive graphic 
images and advertising to be displayed.

Highly portable the Pop-Up Display system comes with a robust case and is 
easy to assemble with its fully retractable parts.

Recommended for use with 
ImagePerfect Media.

�     400 Series - Electronic Rolling Display �     500 Series - Pop Up Display

Point of purchase

Point of sale

Retail signage

Temporary advertising

Exhibition displays



Your partner in sign making

Spandex Sign Systems are available in other countries 
through our Distributor network. 

For further details please contact Spandex.

DEUTSCHLAND 
Tel +49 7841 685 170    
Fax +49 7841 685 100

AUSTRIA 
Tel +43 1 769 3950    
Fax +43 1 769 3966  

BELGIE/BELGIQUE	
Tel +32 2 725 73 70    
Fax +32 2 720 76 40

SLOVENSKO 
Tel +421 2 3333 55 55    
Fax +421 2 3333 55 00  

SPAIN 
Tel +34 93 656 9040    
Fax +34 93 656 9041 

FRANCE 
Tel +33 1 69 35 24 50   
Fax +33 1 69 19 24 99

NEDERLAND 
Tel +31 318 530 111    
Fax +31 318 527 960

ITALY	 	
Tel +39 0332 420 611    
Fax +39 0332 420 620 

POLAND 
Tel +48 22 5750 666    
Fax +48 22 5750 600 

PORTUGAL 
Tel +351 22 377 9041    
Fax +351 22 377 9042

UNITED	KINGDOM 
Tel +44 1454 616 444    
Fax +44 1454 616 777

CESKA	REPUBLIKA 
Tel +420 286 006 455    
Fax +420 286 006 400

SWEDEN 
Tel +46 430 738 29    
Fax +46 430 133 17  

SUISSE/SCHWEIZ 
Tel +41 44 818 86 29    
Fax +41 44 818 86 69

Spandex Distributor
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